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Abstract
Digital assistants are gaining acceptance in modern life and
it is likely that autonomous vehicles in the future will also be
controlled with their help. The advantages are plentiful: natural language interaction makes the system more human,
automation gives us more time for the important things.
But how must these agents and their personalities evolve
to give us the perfect user experience? We take a look at
current developments in personality-based human-robot
interaction and try to widen our focus by looking at how humanoid agents are portrayed in science fiction. These concepts show potentials but also hazards which could come
with humanized computers. In our opinion, autonomous
vehicles are the predestined breeding grounds for sentient
assistants. We however need to ask ourselves what dangers we conjure with them.
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We have witnessed a great deal of digitalization in the recent past, yet we are still waiting for the smart robots we
were promised by industry visions and science fiction. We
are willingly opening our homes to digital assistants, we are
staring at our phones 10 hours a day, is there not enough

data by now to adapt interaction to exactly what we want?
There are two reasons why autonomous vehicles might be
the missing stone in the path to truly smart robots which
we can interact with completely naturally. On one hand, the
devices we are currently using cannot entirely understand
what is happening around them. Mobile phones and smart
home assistants are just not receptive enough. And even
if they had more environment sensors, there is more to understanding context than watching the surroundings [10].
Modern cars however can sense the world around them,
get additional information from other cars and infrastructure,
and most importantly: monitor their occupants wholly without being in the way. On the other hand, there are reasons
to believe that the providers of modern day software do not
actually intend to make interaction less intruding, as they
partly rely on revenue from advertising which can only be
guaranteed by constant interplay [2]. Automotive manufacturers however are currently concerned to minimize driver
distraction and deliver a different kind of user experience to
the passengers than producers of smart gadgets.
With the hypothesis in mind that autonomous cars will provide the perfect breeding grounds for truly natural HMI, we
share a glimpse of our vision for future interaction inspired
by the current developments of digital agents and by the
ideas we stumble upon in popular media and fiction.

Personality in Human-Robot Interaction
Smart agents like Siri and Alexa have introduced natural
language interaction into everyday life. They come with limited functionality: in the end they can do nothing more but
answer questions if the user knows how to ask them right.
What makes these agents special however is the human
touch they express through the usage of voice output and
conversational behavior. Users get the feeling they are talking to a humanoid helper instead of a machine, establishing

some kind of emotional bond. Siri’s developers also gave
her a somewhat feisty personality, compared to the rather
neutral conspecifics Alexa and Cortana. One behavior all
of them show in one way or another is trying to engage the
user with funny novelty features like jokes and fun facts,
which can be interpreted as an approach to build a social
relationship. [7]
User interaction in the field of robotics has developed even
more personal in recent years, as service robots with narrow application areas and thus well defined user groups
can actively address their users’ abilities and behavior. The
Robot Murphy assists children in doctors’ waiting rooms
and as it assumes the child to be intimidated and sick, it
acts as if itself needs company in trying times. The developers justify the behavior with the statement misery loves
miserable company, so the children’s sorrows can be mitigated by helping the robot [12]. This use case goes well
with the model of De Graaf and Allouch who investigate
how humans get to be acquainted with each other and how
friendships are formed. They identify similarity, reciprocal
sympathy, and intimacy as key driving factors for the start
of a friendly relationship [5]. We can see these factors being addressed in Cortana’s personality being adjusted to its
surrounding cultural habits [1] or in the behavior of other social robots like Robin [4]. This robot was envisioned to help
children learn to deal with diabetes. It actively demands
help by the user, e.g. when it cannot get up, and it can lose
interest in the user to show independence.
When virtual assistants in cars learn to express their own
personalities, a lot of these factors will play a role in how
well the agent is going to be perceived. Forming a friendship with the car’s agent can be influenced through similarity – Are they sporty or rather comfortable drivers? Do
they talk a lot? – through reciprocal sympathy – Drivers and

assistant spend a lot of time together to learn about each
other – and through intimacy – Cars are vulnerable towards
their drivers as they depend on their benevolent maintenance. This way, autonomous cars can benefit from the
advances in human-robot interaction by building upon established means of initial bonding and further improve the
relationship between agent and user when they learn about
preferences, tastes, and boundaries.

Another example for the personification of technology is
given in the movie Blade Runner 2049 [6]. The personal
assistant Joi accompanies the protagonist throughout the
movie as his female sidekick. Only on second thought one
realizes its manipulative nature: Joi incorporates a highly
sexualized approach to lure its user into loving her, gaining
his trust. This can be seen as an effective way of building
customer loyalty but also as an open invitation to manipulate users through emotional leverage.

Humanoid Agents in Science Fiction
Potentially good visions on how artificial intelligence can
shape the future of the world can also be found in science
fiction. Dystopian novels tell us how their authors, who have
intensively thought about possible futures, envision technology and society to change. In QualityLand by Marc-Uwe
Kling for example, smart devices like self-driving cars know
everything about their users and display themselves with
humanoid personalities [8]. The protagonist encounters a
robotaxi which initially adapts to his preferences but later
takes offense in the guest’s poor taste in music. It boasts
about how much better of a driver it is compared to humans
and talks about the joy it gets from denouncing traffic violators. Delivery drones in this world are constantly anxious
to receive good ratings. Digital assistants by different manufacturers despise each other openly. While this sounds
overdone for comedic effect, the idea to make devices as
human as possible – including their bad character traits –
could lead to a way of interacting with technology which
is accessible to anyone and by the way incorporates entertainment for the user. In QualityLand, the simplification
of user interaction is taken to the extreme as in many situations the only possible input by the user is to say Okay,
which is justified with the fact that the corporations behind those devices know all about the user anyway and can
therefore predict their desires.

What we can learn from these examples is that certain humanizing techniques to improve interaction, e.g. reciprocal
sympathy as stipulated in the previous chapter, can also be
abused to manipulate users. We are used to interact with
real humans who are driven by complex actuators, are capable of altruism, and are usually not purely motivated by
profit. When big corporations can mould their agendas into
human form and coat them with sex-appeal and niceties,
consumers have to get used to be on the watch for potential
exploitation when interacting with technology.
One last example from science fiction could solve trust issues concerning an assistant’s genuineness: as depicted in
the episode White Christmas in the Black Mirror series, the
assistant can be an identical, digital clone of the user’s consciousness with knowledge of all their preferences, traits,
and feelings [3]. The catch in this approach (apart from the
technological hurdles) lies in ethical considerations and
whether virtual clones deserve a right to self-determination.
There is no way of saying where we are headed. As the
general tendency in these examples however goes towards
a very emotional way of interaction with humanoid agents,
or the complete abandonment of interaction due to technology’s omniscience, we want to stimulate the debate about
these ideas and what they can mean for future interaction
with autonomous vehicles.

Sentient Assistants and Autonomous Vehicles
From a technical point of view, modern cars are the perfect
environment to finally turn the visions of ubiquitous computing into reality. In the past, the realization of initial concepts
of computers which are small, everywhere, and merge invisibly into the environmment [9, 13] has been thwarted by
the development of powerful mobile phones which focus all
interaction in one handheld device [2]. Modern cars however already possess manifold sensors to monitor what is
happening around the vehicle, they can interact with infrastructure to get information about the rest of the world, and
they will soon be able to measure their passengers’ states
with cameras and through physiological sensing. All this
while the user sits inside the device with possible actuators
for interaction all around them.
In the light of this infrastructural development, sentient computers, meaning systems able to silently predict our wishes,
and corresponding novel interaction paradigms may find a
platform in the automotive sector. As an example, Schmidt
et al. introduce the idea of Intervention User Interfaces,
inspired by the opinion that “there is no sense in staying
in the interaction loop while autonomous operations run
according to the user’s expectations" [11]. They prophesy
UIs which unobtrusively inform the user of automation processes and intervention options, and allow for an immediate change in system execution when desired. Combined
with a humanoid personality which can befriend the user
through aforementioned behavioral patterns we are very
close to a sentient personal assistant – like Joi.
We as designers of these systems have to consider what
it means to build sentience, not just from a technical perspective but also ethically. How should we handle conflicts
based on emotional matters, can AIs and humans be at
strife? Are user commands to be preferred, even if the as-

sistant knows better? How can we prevent humanoid assistants from emotionally manipulating humans? And do we
need to teach users what they can trust an assistant with?
We hope to inspire a vivid discussion on the prospect of
sentient assistants in autonomous cars with this submittal.
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